Baron, Alain D. Hemodynamic actions of insulin. Am. J. Physiol. 267 (Endocrinol. Metab. 30): E187-E202, 1994.—There is accumulating evidence that insulin has a physiological role to vasodilate skeletal muscle vasculature in humans. This effect occurs in a dose-dependent fashion within a half-maximal response of ~ 40 μU/ml. This vasodilating action is impaired in states of insulin resistance such as obesity, non-insulin-dependent diabetes, and elevated blood pressure. The precise physiological role of insulin-mediated vasodilation is not known. Data indicate that the degree of skeletal muscle perfusion can be an important determinant of insulin-mediated glucose uptake. Therefore, it is possible that insulin-mediated vasodilation is an integral aspect of insulin’s overall action to stimulate glucose uptake; thus defective vasodilation could potentially contribute to insulin resistance. In addition, insulin-mediated vasodilation may play a role in the regulation of vascular tone. Data are provided to indicate that the pressor response to systemic norepinephrine infusions is increased in obese insulin-resistant subjects. Moreover, the normal effect of insulin to shift the norepinephrine pressor dose response curve to the right is impaired in these patients. Therefore, impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation could further contribute to the increased prevalence of hypertension observed in states of insulin resistance. Finally, data are presented to indicate that, via a yet unknown interaction with the endothelium, insulin is able to increase nitric oxide synthesis and release and through this mechanism vasodilates. It is interesting to speculate that states of insulin resistance might also be associated with a defect in insulin’s action to modulate the nitric oxide system. Thus, in addition to its many other functions, insulin must also be considered a vasoactive peptide, thereby adding further complexity to this hormone’s overall action. Further research into this novel area of insulin action is needed to better understand the full significance of insulin’s hemodynamic effects.
vagal effect of insulin. However, because these episodes were associated with hypoglycemia, the effect of insulin, per se, could not be distinguished from those produced by counterregulatory hormone release. Recently, these findings have been confirmed in the absence of hypoglycemia (90). In 1962, Rabinowitz and Zierler (93) noted a 20% increase in forearm blood flow during intrabrachial artery insulin infusions but attributed these increases to movement of the indwelling arterial needle.

Much later in 1982, Liang and co-workers (73) published the first comprehensive study examining insulin’s cardiovascular effects in dogs. Utilizing a combination of the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp (30) and radiolabeled microsphere techniques, they were able to describe the effects of insulin on both global and regional hemodynamics independent of significant changes in glycemia. They noted that insulin in relatively high doses had a marked effect to increase cardiac output and skeletal muscle blood flow. Because there was no change in mean arterial pressure (MAP), the data indicated a potent effect of insulin to decrease systemic vascular resistance.

Thus much past literature pointed to a cardiovascular action of insulin; however, the data also suggested that many of these effects were merely pharmacological; therefore, this area of human investigation lay largely dormant until recently.

The Controversy

Whether insulin has physiological effects to dilate skeletal muscle vasculature in humans has been the subject of renewed interest and recent controversy; therefore, the latter deserves to be discussed in some detail. The following chronological treatise summarizes in broad strokes this recent controversy. The reader is also referred elsewhere for other perspectives (3, 27).

In 1985, Creager et al. (26) reported that pharmacological circulating insulin concentrations caused forearm vasodilation in humans. Although these investigators utilized the euglycemic clamp technique, some degree of hypoglycemia that occurred during the procedure made it difficult to distinguish β-adrenergic effects of increased circulating epinephrine concentrations from insulin effects, per se. In a more recent article, Gelfand and Barrett (45) demonstrated that local intrabrachial artery insulin infusion caused an ~25% rise in forearm blood flow. With the exception of these two reports the overwhelming weight of the evidence to date suggested that insulin played no significant physiological role in the modulation of skeletal muscle vascular tone in humans.

Indeed, several investigators have examined the effects of insulin on forearm and/or leg glucose uptake using the combination of the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp and limb balance techniques (20, 29, 28, 54, 63, 82, 114). With this latter technique, one measures glucose concentration under steady-state conditions in both arterial and venous blood feeding and draining a limb. By simultaneously measuring the blood flow through the limb, one can calculate by applying the Fick principle the uptake or balance of a substance such as glucose; for example, glucose uptake = arteriovenous glucose difference × flow (GU = AVGΔ × F). Therefore, although these investigators were not primarily interested in the vascular effects of insulin, in the course of these experiments the effect of insulin on limb blood flow could be ascertained. Whether examining the forearm or the leg and regardless of the methods used to measure blood flow (dye dilution or plethysmography), clearly a large number of workers were unable to detect any significant insulin-mediated vasodilation in the physiological range of insulin concentrations (20, 29, 28, 54, 63, 82, 114).

In 1990, Barou et al. (67) reported the novel finding that intravenous insulin caused a dose-dependent increase in the rate of resting leg blood flow in humans independent of hypoglycemia. Blood flow was measured with a custom-made thermodilution catheter placed directly into the femoral vein as previously described (11). Contemporaneous and subsequent to this finding, additional groups (1, 12, 26, 45, 67, 94, 97, 110) reported an effect of insulin to increase limb (muscle) blood flow over physiological concentrations when measured by either invasive (dye dilution) or noninvasive (plethysmography) techniques.

Therefore, the controversy resides in the discrepancy between the large body of previous negative reports and the cumulative weight of more recent evidence indicating, in many cases (1, 12, 26, 45, 67, 94, 97, 110) but not all (18), a positive effect of insulin on skeletal muscle blood flow. Review of this literature clearly indicates that these divergent findings are not simply attributable to different blood flow measurement techniques or routes, length, and doses of insulin administered. Although the reasons for the different findings are not completely clear, it is reasonable to suspect that technical and procedural details, alone or more likely in combination, can account for the differences.

Investigators involved in the measurement of blood flow in vivo recognize the great biological variation of this parameter and the inherent difficulties and confounding factors in establishing a steady baseline measurement. Reports are only seldom specific with respect to study conditions such as room temperature and noise level. The same is true for the status of the volunteer, such as activity level before study and the degree of discomfort or bladder fullness during the study. Noninvasive techniques, although convenient, are somewhat less sensitive than invasive techniques (25, 58) and are applied and analyzed differently in various laboratories. The common practice to occlude the hand circulation so as to more specifically measure blood flow and substrate exchange in forearm muscle (20, 26, 28, 54, 114) is reasonable, but it assumes no major disturbance of the remaining forearm circulation, and this has been seriously questioned (49, 72). Finally, there is great heterogeneity of vascular responses to insulin with lesser vasodilation in the more insulin resistant subjects (67); therefore, both subject selection and sample size are other potential confounding variables. These and other factors (3) are likely to account for the divergent findings.

With this background the remainder of the discussion will focus on the body of data supporting insulin's
physiological hemodynamic actions in humans. The terms vasodilation, blood flow, or perfusion increments are used interchangeably.

**ACTIONS OF INSULIN ON SKELETAL MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW**

*Dose-Response and Time Course Characteristics of Insulin-Mediated Vasodilation*

By combining the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp with the leg balance technique, Baron et al. (67, 68) have constructed the insulin dose-response curve for insulin’s effect to increase leg (or for all intents and purposes skeletal muscle) blood flow. In lean insulin-sensitive subjects, insulin caused a twofold rise in resting leg blood flow with an effective dose to produce a half-maximal response (EC50) of ~40 µU/ml, indicating a potent and highly physiological hemodynamic effect (Fig. 1). In this regard, it is noteworthy that the EC50 for insulin’s effect to stimulate whole body glucose uptake in the studies by Baron et al. (65) was ~60 µU/ml and has been reported to be as high as 130 µU/ml. Insulin’s vasodilatory effect was highly variable as some individuals exhibited maximal vasodilation at the level of the EC50, whereas others required insulin concentrations of >100 µU/ml. Although other studies have not looked at

**Fig. 1**

A: rates of whole body insulin-mediated glucose uptake (expressed in µmol.m^-2.min^-1) determined during euglycemic clamp studies over wide range of steady-state serum insulin concentrations in lean and obese nondiabetic subjects and patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Note log scale on abscissa. To convert insulin concentrations from pmol/l to µU/ml, divide by 7.175. B: rates of leg blood flow determined during euglycemic clamp studies over wide range of steady-state serum insulin concentrations in lean and obese nondiabetic subjects and patients with NIDDM. Note log scale on abscissa. To convert insulin concentrations from pmol/l to µU/ml, divide by 7.175.
dose-response effects, many reports utilizing a variety of techniques to measure flow have confirmed the findings of Baron et al. With the use of strain-gauge plethysmography, Anderson et al. (1), Bennett et al. (12), and Neahring et al. (84) have documented ~40–80% increments in forearm blood flow and Vollenweider and co-workers (110) an ~60% increment in calf blood flow during physiological euglycemic hyperinsulinemia. Riechter et al. (97) have recently reported similar effects on thigh blood flow using thermodilution. Finally, I have recently confirmed my own findings in the leg with the dye dilution technique and 0.15-H2O using positron emission tomography (unpublished data). Therefore, insulin's hemodynamic action to increase limb blood flow has now been widely reported using a large variety of commonly employed techniques.

Few reports have documented the time course of insulin's action to dilate skeletal muscle vasculature. Most studies (1, 67, 110) have employed an insulin infusion rate of 1 mU·kg−1·min−1 or 40 mU·m−2·min−1 to achieve circulating insulin concentrations of ~70–100 μU/ml and have found that the time to reach half-maximal rates of blood flow was ~40–60 min, which is roughly similar to the time course of whole body insulin-mediated glucose uptake (91). On the basis of the observation that the time course of insulin action to stimulate glucose uptake is accelerated at higher insulin concentrations (91), it is reasonable to suspect that the rate of rise of skeletal muscle blood flow would also be greater at higher insulin infusion rates. However, this idea has yet to be formally studied. In summary, both the dose-response and time course characteristics of insulin’s dilatory action on skeletal muscle vasculature are highly physiological.

**Insulin-Mediated Vasodilation in Insulin-Resistant Humans**

**Insulin-mediated vasodilation in obesity.** In 1990, Baron and co-workers (67) reported that the dose-response curve for insulin’s action to increase leg blood flow in insulin-resistant obese humans was markedly right shifted, exhibiting an EC50 threefold (~120 μU/ml) that for lean insulin-sensitive subjects (Fig. 1). This increase in EC50 is comparable to the right shift in the dose-response curve for insulin’s action to stimulate glucose uptake (Fig. 1; Refs. 65, 67). Impaired insulin-mediated skeletal muscle vasodilation in obese humans has recently been confirmed by Vollenweider et al. (109) but not by Neahring et al. (84). No studies have systematically assessed insulin-mediated vascular responses in subjects with central vs. peripheral obesity (15, 64). My anecdotal impression based on data from my own laboratory would suggest that central obesity is associated with more severe impairment of insulin-mediated vasodilation. This impression clearly requires formal confirmation.

**Insulin-mediated vasodilation in diabetes.** In a group of obese patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) the dose response for insulin vasodilation is virtually flat (68), thus exhibiting large reductions in insulin responsiveness (Fig. 1). Therefore, paralleling the dose-response characteristics for glucose uptake, insulin-mediated vasodilation is reduced in subjects with obesity and NIDDM. Because NIDDM subjects exhibited a similar degree of obesity than the obese nondiabetic group, it follows that the diabetes state, per se, contributes in an independent and additive fashion to the impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation. In this respect, in a group of insulin-resistant poorly controlled long-standing insulin-dependent diabetics (IDDM), Baron et al. (9) found that insulin-mediated vasodilation is markedly reduced, thus strongly supporting a role for the diabetic state, per se, in the impaired vasodilation.

**Insulin-mediated vasodilation in hypertension.** Ferrarini et al. (35) and others (19, 83, 89) have presented compelling evidence that essential hypertension independent of obesity is an insulin-resistant state. These authors have documented an inverse relationship between the height of the resting blood pressure and insulin sensitivity. Because established essential hypertension is characterized by elevated vascular resistance, it is reasonable to suspect that insulin’s ability to vasodilate could be reduced in this population. Barib et al. (8) have recently reported an inverse relationship between the height of the resting blood pressure and both the vasodilatory response and the rate of glucose uptake achieved at maximally effective insulin concentrations across a cohort of normotensive subjects. These data suggest a nondiscreet or continuous relationship between resting blood pressure and both insulin responsiveness and vasodilation (Fig. 2, A and B). Recently, Feldman and Bierbrier (34) have reported that insulin vasodilation of dorsal hand veins was impaired in patients with hypertension (34), further supporting the idea that states of elevated vascular resistance such as hypertension may be associated with impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation.

Thus there is strong evidence that insulin’s ability to dilate skeletal muscle vasculature is impaired across a wide variety of insulin-resistant states.

**EFFECTS OF INSULIN ON CARDIAC OUTPUT**

In 1987, Fisher et al. (39) reported rises in cardiac output in humans within minutes after intravenous insulin administration before any significant decreases in blood glucose could be detected. Avasthi et al. (2) reported greater increments in cardiac output after ingestion of mixed meals with a predominant carbohydrate-based caloric content, demonstrating that, in the physiological context of a meal (when insulin concentrations are above the EC50 for insulin’s vasodilating action), cardiac output increases. In addition, a number of reports have documented a rise in heart rate during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia. None of these studies, however, support a cause-and-effect relationship between insulin and cardiac output.

Baron and Brechtel (5) recently established that, in lean insulin-sensitive humans, insulin causes a maximal 25% rise in cardiac output in a dose-dependent fashion with an EC50 of ~70 μU/ml (Fig. 3). At this physiological insulin concentration the cardiac output is ~15% higher than at baseline, secondary to ~10% increments
in both heart rate and stroke volume. In contrast, similar prevailing insulin concentrations in obese insulin-resistant subjects had no effect on cardiac output (Fig. 3). Baron and Brechtel also found a significant correlation ($r = 0.70, P < 0.0001$) between the rise in cardiac output (measured by dye dilution) and the rate of leg blood flow (measured by thermodilution), indicating that changes in peripheral hemodynamics are accompanied by similar proportional changes in cardiac output.

Baron et al. (10) have also examined the cardiac output response to an oral glucose load in lean and obese subjects. Lean subjects exhibited an ~25% rise in cardiac output (measured by the Doppler/Echo technique) at ~60 min after glucose ingestion, which was coincident with the ~40% maximum rise in leg blood flow and peak insulin concentrations. In contradistinction, obese subjects failed to show any rise in cardiac output despite prevailing insulin concentrations that were threefold higher.

Thus it is apparent that physiological insulin concentrations under both steady-state and postprandial conditions lead to significant increments in cardiac output, and this effect is impaired in insulin-resistant obese humans.

**EFFECTS OF INSULIN ON BLOOD PRESSURE AND VASCULAR RESISTANCE**

The magnitude of changes in cardiac output observed in response to physiological hyperinsulinemia would be expected to cause significant increments in MAP if not accompanied by commensurate decrements in peripheral vascular resistance. Several groups have monitored blood pressure during euglycemic clamp studies, and most (67, 92, 97, 110), but not all (99), have documented essentially no change in blood pressure over this acute period of hyperinsulinemia. Baron and Brechtel (5) have recently conducted studies over a range of euglycemic hyperinsulinemia combining intra-arterial pressure monitoring with measurements of both cardiac output and leg (muscle) blood flow. Careful blood pressure monitoring revealed, on average, an ~3–5% significant fall in MAP during infusions, achieving both physiological and pharmacological insulin concentrations. During these studies, at no time did acute hyperinsulinemia result in a rise in blood pressure in either insulin-sensitive or insulin-resistant groups of either obese, diabetic, or hypertensive subjects (unpublished data).
With the hemodynamic data in hand, Baron and Brechtel (5) were able to calculate changes in both systemic and leg muscle vascular resistance (vascular resistance = MAP/cardiac output or leg blood flow) in response to insulin (5). Across all insulin concentrations, leg muscle vascular resistance fell to a markedly greater degree than systemic vascular resistance. For example, at physiological insulin concentrations of ~70 μU/ml, vascular resistance in muscle fell >40%, whereas at the systemic level vascular resistance fell only <20% (Fig. 4). Thus it follows that insulin regulates vascular resistance in a differential fashion and that it preferentially causes dilation of skeletal muscle vasculature.

Insulin’s potency to reduce muscle vascular resistance is all the more impressive given that the fall in systemic vascular resistance is actually overestimated, as the latter includes the decrement in muscle vascular resistance. Moreover, a number of groups have recently reported that insulin markedly stimulates muscle SNS activity (MSNA), yet muscle vascular resistance is either reduced or unchanged (1, 71, 110), thus further emphasizing the specific and potent effect of insulin to reduce skeletal muscle vascular tone. Via this selective fall in muscle vascular resistance, insulin in effect directs a greater proportion of cardiac output to skeletal muscle and thus engenders the increase in blood flow. If one assumes that one leg represents 20% of whole body skeletal muscle, it is apparent that physiological insulin concentrations lead to an ~16% rise in the proportion of cardiac output directed to skeletal muscle (P < 0.01). In obese insulin-resistant subjects, physiological insulin concentrations fail to lower leg muscle vascular resistance to a greater extent than systemic resistance, and thus these subjects display no significant increase in muscle blood flow (Fig. 4).

**EFFECTS OF SKELETAL MUSCLE PERFUSION ON INSULIN ACTION**

I have thus far presented compelling evidence that insulin has integrated physiological actions on the cardiovascular system that result in a net increase in skeletal muscle perfusion. These data beg the probably more important question as to what, if any, physiological consequences this hemodynamic action may have. Stated teleologically, what is the purpose of the insulin-mediated increase in skeletal muscle perfusion? Conversely, what are the consequences of impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation?

Insulin is characteristically known for its action to stimulate the uptake of glucose and that of other substrates into tissues. Given that insulin stimulates glucose uptake principally into skeletal muscle, it is reasonable and obvious to hypothesize that augmentation of perfusion to that tissue may play an instrumental role in insulin’s overall action to augment glucose clearance.

Empirical inspection of the limb glucose balance equation (GU = AVGA × F) suggests that glucose uptake could theoretically be enhanced by an augmentation of glucose extraction (AVGA), flow, or both. Full appreciation of the significance of the balance equation (116) requires understanding of the physiology of solute exchange, which will be dealt with in detail under SOLUTE EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES. Regardless of any theoretical considerations, one can ask the simple and empirical question whether changes in skeletal muscle perfusion can independently modulate insulin-mediated glucose uptake in that tissue.

Is Skeletal Muscle Perfusion a Determinant of Glucose Uptake?

In 1977, Schultz et al. (100,101) and Grubb and Snarr (47) reported that modulating the rate of substrate delivery (perfusion) in an isolated rat hindlimb preparation resulted in an augmentation of glucose uptake when both insulin and glucose concentrations were kept fixed. Unfortunately, these findings were not pursued. Baron and Brechtel (5) have recently addressed this issue in humans using a direct experimental approach. After establishment of steady-state rates of leg glucose uptake after 3 h of systemic euglycemic hyperinsulinemia, an intrafemoral artery infusion of methacholine hydrochloride (Mch) was begun and was designed to raise leg blood flow approximately threefold above baseline. Thus, with this study design, muscle perfusion is pharmocologically “dialed up” while prevailing insulin and glucose concentrations are kept unchanged. Therefore, assuming that Mch has no intrinsic properties to enhance cellular glucose permeability (vide infra), any rise in leg glucose uptake can be attributed to the augmentation of skeletal muscle perfusion and a net increase in capillary exchange of glucose. As illustrated in Fig. 5, steady-state rates of leg glucose uptake achieved
muscle perfusion can determine the rate of glucose uptake. Baron et al. (69) have previously reported that epinephrine infusion during euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamps caused a reduction in leg glucose uptake, as reflected by a reduction in leg glucose extraction at submaximally effective insulin concentrations. However, by virtue of epinephrine’s effect to augment skeletal muscle blood flow, it caused no net change in glucose uptake at maximally effective insulin concentrations (69). More recently, Buchanan et al. (18) have reported that systemic infusion of angiotensin II sufficient to cause a significant rise in arterial blood pressure also resulted in an increase in rates of insulin-mediated glucose uptake in whole body and leg by virtue of a rise in skeletal muscle blood flow with only a small reduction in leg glucose extraction. Baron et al. (7, 6) also observed the same effect with systemic infusions of norepinephrine (NE). Therefore, taken together, these data strongly support a role for perfusion, per se, as an independent determinant of glucose uptake into skeletal muscle.

Is Insulin-Mediated Vasodilation a Determinant of Glucose Uptake?

Although it is clear that pharmacological modulation of skeletal muscle blood flow can influence glucose uptake, it is not yet established whether insulin’s action to augment blood flow has an instrumental modulating effect on skeletal muscle glucose uptake. Definitive experiments proving this point should ideally demonstrate that specific blunting of insulin-mediated vasodilation results in reduced rates of insulin-mediated glucose uptake. Studies to address this issue are currently being conducted in my laboratory (and probably that of others), and preliminary evidence is supportive. Nevertheless, short of this definitive evidence, the currently available body of data strongly supports the notion that insulin vasodilation is instrumental in modulating insulin’s action to stimulate glucose uptake.

For example, simple calculations using data from a previous report by Baron et al. (8) can help to make this point. At maximally effective circulating insulin concentrations, the rate of glucose disappearance in a typical lean 70-kg man rises from a basal rate of ~2.0 to 12.0 mg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹. Given that about three-fourths of basal glucose uptake (1.5 mg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹) occurs mostly in nonmuscle tissues such as brain (53) and splanchnic organs (29), it follows that skeletal muscle uptake actually rises from ~0.5 to 10.5 mg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹ (12.5 mg · kg⁻¹ · min⁻¹) or ~21-fold over baseline. Therefore, if skeletal muscle glucose uptake were solely determined by insulin’s ability to increase cellular permeability to glucose, one would expect glucose extraction (AVGΔ) to increase ~21-fold. In lean normal subjects the mean basal femoral blood AVGΔ has been determined to be ~1.75 mg/dl and rises with insulin stimulation to ~23.6 mg/dl or 13.5-fold (8). Therefore, it follows that the rise in AVGΔ alone is not sufficient to account for the rise in whole body skeletal muscle glucose uptake. However, if one considers the typical insulin-mediated 80% rise in leg blood flow from ~0.30 to ~0.54 l/min, which occurs under these experimental conditions, it follows logically that the product of AVGΔ and flow can
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readily account for the overall degree of rise in glucose uptake. Another interesting analysis is to examine whether a positive correlation exists between skeletal muscle extraction (AVGΔ) and insulin responsiveness, as measured by the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp technique. Indeed, if the rate of glucose uptake was largely determined by the ability of tissues to extract glucose, one would expect to find a positive relationship between the individual femoral AVGΔ and the rate of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. This would not be unreasonable given that, within the same individual, insulin causes a dose-dependent increase in glucose uptake and widening of the AVGΔ [67]. Notwithstanding, Baron et al. (8) previously reported the complete lack of such correlation in a population of lean controls studied at maximally effective insulin concentrations. In fact, as is illustrated in Fig. 6, for a given rate of glucose disposal of ~14 mg·kg lean body mass⁻¹·min⁻¹, individuals exhibit femoral AVGΔ values ranging from 12.5 to 34 mg/dl (i.e., 2.7-fold range). Given that there is no correlation between body mass and AVGΔ, it follows logically that insulin’s effect to increase glucose extraction alone cannot account for the overall increase in rates of glucose uptake observed at maximally effective insulin concentrations, although this may not be true at sub-maximally effective insulin concentrations [22].

These data strongly suggest that differences in insulin responsiveness between lean nondiabetic individuals appear to be in large part determined by differences in the hemodynamic response to insulin rather than insulin’s effect to increase muscle glucose extraction.

**SOLUTE EXCHANGE ACROSS CAPILLARY MEMBRANES**

*Theoretical Considerations*

I have presented convincing data indicating that skeletal muscle blood flow can act as an independent modulator of glucose uptake. To understand how an increment in skeletal muscle perfusion can lead to an increase in glucose uptake, it is critical to consider the nature of solute (in this case glucose) exchange across a capillary bed.

**Fixed capillary network model.** If one considers a capillary network as a fixed array of tubes, the capillary exchange surface area is therefore fixed, and a single capillary will behave like all the others. In this model, Renkin [96] has proposed that glucose exchange across the capillary endothelium is best described as intermediate between two extreme situations, namely 1) flow-limited exchange and 2) permeability-limited exchange.

**FLOW-LIMITED EXCHANGE.** In this situation, glucose is freely diffusible, and thus permeability of glucose through the capillary wall to the interstitial and intracellular spaces is very rapid and unimpeded. In this scenario, all of the glucose delivered will be taken up by tissues, irrespective of the rate of delivery (blood flow) within a physiological range. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 in which extraction of glucose (arterial [glucose] - venous [glucose]/arterial [glucose], where brackets indicate concentration) is equal to 100% (i.e., no permeability barrier).

**PERMEABILITY-LIMITED EXCHANGE.** In this situation, permeability of glucose through the capillary wall to the interstitial and intracellular spaces is severely restricted (extraction near 0). In this condition, increments in capillary perfusion or glucose delivery have essentially no effect to increase uptake since perfusion cannot overcome the severe permeability barrier.

The data of Baron et al. (8, 67) indicate that, in normal humans under conditions of maximal insulin stimulation, glucose extraction is consistently <40% and in most cases <30%. Therefore, the true physiological situation is somewhere intermediate in the two extremes described above. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of an increase in capillary perfusion (blood flow) on extraction along the distance of a single capillary when overall extraction is fixed at 40%. Under the assumption that there is an exponential decline in glucose concentration from the arterial to the venous circulation, it is apparent that an increase in perfusion rate would have a relatively minor effect to increase the glucose concentration along the length of the capillary and thus would have an equally minor effect on glucose uptake. In actuality, extraction is not fixed and will vary; therefore, the relationship between permeability, extraction, and flow is more complicated. This point is perhaps better appreciated by inspecting the equation proposed by Ronkin [96] relating solute (in this case glucose) exchange, perfusion rate, and glucose concentration

\[ J_g = C_o Q(1 - e^{-PS/Q}) \]

where \( J_g \) is net flux of glucose from blood to tissue, \( C_o \) is arterial glucose concentration, \( Q \) is blood flow, \( e \) is a base of natural logarithms, \( P \) is permeability of membranes to glucose, and \( S \) is capillary endothelial surface area exposed to blood perfusion.

In a capillary system with fixed PS, a large PS relative to \( Q \) (small \( Q \)-to-PS ratio) allows glucose clearance (\( J_g/C_o \)) to approach \( Q \) as a limit, and thus flow becomes rate limiting to glucose exchange. Conversely, as \( Q/PS \) increases \( J_g/C_o \) also increases, approaching the PS as the limit for glucose exchange. Thus, in a model with
vasomotion (52) so that at any one time capillaries are arterioles or precapillary sphincters, capillaries undergo change in the microcirculation. Indeed, it is known that, under control of the feeding arterioles or precapillary sphincters, capillaries undergo vasomotion (52) so that at any one time capillaries are fixed at 40%, augmenting blood flow or delivery exposes capillary to relatively minor increase in glucose concentration, resulting in only small (<10%) increase in glucose extraction. A, arterial; V, venous.

According to Fick’s principle, \( J_g \) (glucose uptake) = \( Q \) \((C_a - C_v)\), where \( C_a \) is venous glucose concentration. Viewed in simplistic terms, the \( C_a \) minus \( C_v \) (AVGΔ) represents tissue glucose extraction and reflects to a large degree tissue permeability and \( Q \), or blood flow reflects the rate of delivery of glucose. However, the Fick equation holds that, for an increase in \( Q \), there will be a reciprocal fall in AVGΔ. This is because the mean transit time (t) of glucose through a capillary network is inversely proportional to the rate of flow (Q) and directly proportional to the volume of distribution (Vd) of glucose \( t = V_d/Q \). Thus, if one considers the fixed capillary surface area and permeability model (fixed PS), no increase in Vd is possible; therefore, an increase in Q would lead to an increase in velocity of blood and, consequently, a decrease in transit time of glucose molecules through the capillary bed. The net effect of a reduction in transit time for glucose is to diminish the residence time of glucose in the capillary, thus reducing its ability to diffuse out of the vascular space and leading to a narrowing of the AVGΔ or reduced extraction. Thus, in the fixed capillary space model, one would predict that an increment in flow rate would result in only a trivial net increase in uptake because, according to Fick’s principle, the augmentation of glucose delivery is offset by the reduction in extraction (116).

Variable capillary network. The data presented in Is Skeletal Muscle Perfusion a Determinant of Glucose Uptake? indicating a potent effect of perfusion on glucose uptake suggests that the fixed capillary network model discussed above does not accurately reflect the actual physiology of insulin-stimulated glucose exchange in the microcirculation.

From what is known of microcirculatory dynamics, it is clear that the fixed capillary surface exchange area (fixed PS) model is a gross oversimplification (21, 96). Indeed, it is known that, under control of the feeding arterioles or precapillary sphincters, capillaries undergo vasomotion (52) so that at any one time capillaries are all neither closed nor open, and thus there is great heterogeneity of flow volume and velocity through each capillary (21, 96). Moreover, it is well documented that, in response to certain stimuli (such as exercise and hypoxia), skeletal muscle exhibits a great capacity for capillary recruitment so that the number of open capillaries at any moment and the integrated time that capillaries remain open is increased (21, 96). In turn, because capillary recruitment and/or increased homogeneity of capillary flow leads to greater tissue exposure to glucose, it is likely to be accompanied by an increase in the Vd for glucose. Thus, if one assumes that, in response to insulin, commensurate increments in glucose Vd accompany the increased flow, it follows that the transit time for glucose will not be altered. Under these circumstances, glucose extraction will not fall in response to increased perfusion, and glucose uptake will increase. Current available data strongly support this formulation and further suggest that insulin causes a maximally efficient coupling of PS and flow.

Effect of Insulin on Glucose Vd

Ferrannini and DeFronzo (38) have elegantly documented that, when given systemically, insulin causes a substantial increase in whole body Vd for glucose. More recently, Bonadonna and colleagues (16) demonstrated that high-dose systemic insulin administration was accompanied by a 25% rise in forearm blood flow and, importantly, an ~30% increase in forearm extracellular Vd for glucose. This increase in Vd was highly correlated with the rate of forearm glucose uptake. Therefore, these workers concluded that insulin (at least in supraphysiological doses) recruits previously unperfused skeletal muscle, thereby enhancing glucose uptake. These data also suggest that the increase in glucose Vd observed previously at the whole body level may in large part be due to expansion of the glucose Vd in skeletal muscle. As previously discussed, insulin preferentially reduces skeletal muscle vascular resistance. Because precapillary arteriolar tone is responsible for setting both vascular resistance and capillary flow (21, 96), it follows that increased glucose access to previously underperfused muscle tissue is in all likelihood secondary to insulin-induced capillary recruitment.
INVITED REVIEW

Role of the Insulin Gradient from Plasma to Interstitium and Capillary Density

To access its specific target cell surface receptor, insulin, which is secreted in the portal vein, must 1) travel through the vascular space, 2) undergo transcapillary transport, and 3) diffuse through the interstitial space. Thus microvascular effects of insulin could play a significant role in insulin’s integrated metabolic action. The delivery and access of insulin to target cells has recently been the subject of intensified attention. Lillioja et al. (74) reported that capillary density of skeletal muscle obtained from Pima Indians was directly correlated to the rate of insulin-mediated glucose uptake or insulin sensitivity measured during euglycemic clamp studies. Based on these findings, they hypothesized that the diffusion distance from the feeding capillary to the interstitium may be limiting to insulin action. More recently, Bergman and colleagues (13, 113) have reported data indicating that the insulin concentration in lymph fluid (a surrogate for interstitial fluid) is markedly lower (~33% lower) than in plasma, suggesting a transendothelial insulin barrier giving rise to both insulin concentration and action gradients proportional to the distance away from the feeding capillary, as proposed by Krogh (66) for oxygen. Moreover, their data indicate that the time course of insulin’s action to stimulate glucose uptake more closely parallels insulin appearance in lymph than in plasma, suggesting that lymph insulin is the more proximal determinant of insulin action and a good surrogate of interstitial insulin. Under the assumption of no significant interstitial insulin degradation, the plasma-to-interstitium insulin gradient could be the result of 1) a transendothelial barrier to insulin transport/diffusion, 2) constitutively low capillary density as in Pima Indians (74) and established hypertension, which is associated with capillary rarefaction (46, 59, 108), or 3) reduced capillary recruitment (low functional capillary density) or more likely a combination of the above. Therefore, another mechanism whereby insulin-mediated vasodilation/capillary recruitment could enhance glucose uptake is via the enhanced delivery of insulin and consequent reduction of the plasma-to-interstitium insulin gradient. In this regard, recent data obtained in rats from Holmang and co-workers (50) support a relationship between capillary density and insulin uptake into muscle and blood flow (personal communication). However, recent data from Castillo et al. (22) indicate that the plasma-to-lymph insulin gradient and interstitial insulin concentrations are normal in obese insulin-resistant subjects. Thus the potential role for diminished interstitial insulin concentrations in insulin resistance remains controversial.

PROPOSED MECHANISM FOR HEMODYNAMIC MODULATION OF INSULIN ACTION

An Integrated View

At this juncture, it is appropriate to integrate the information presented above into a coherent sequence of events depicting a theoretical scheme for insulin-mediated vasodilation to amplify insulin’s action to stimulate glucose uptake. This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 8. 1) In response to a meal, circulating insulin concentrations rise and reach the capillary bed. Once at the capillary bed, with some delay, insulin begins to be transported across the endothelium out of the vascular space into the interstitial space to bind to cellular insulin receptors and initiate the insulin action cascade, leading to increased cellular facilitative glucose diffusion. 2) At this early stage, functional capillary density is low, and because there is a biophysical barrier for transendothelial insulin transport, insulin and glucose...
Role of Skeletal Muscle Perfusion in Insulin Resistance

An obvious and central question is how much overall insulin-mediated glucose uptake can be accounted for by insulin's hemodynamic action and the corollary, namely, how much insulin resistance can be accounted for by impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation? As stated above, the answer to former questions requires physiological manipulations that abrogate insulin-mediated vasodilation (specifically capillary recruitment) in normal subjects, and the answer to the latter requires physiological manipulations that normalize skeletal muscle perfusion (capillary recruitment) in insulin-resistant subjects. Although definitive answers to these questions are not yet in, it is possible to arrive at a reasonable estimate of the contribution of perfusion to insulin sensitivity from the data currently in hand.

Figure 6 indicates that variation in rates of glucose uptake at maximally effective insulin concentrations between individuals are largely accounted for by differences in skeletal muscle perfusion rate and not in glucose extraction. From these data, one can estimate that ~20–30% of insulin responsiveness is dependent upon insulin-mediated vasodilation. Therefore, defective vasodilation could account for ~20–30% of the decrement in insulin action (insulin resistance). It is important to understand that, while at maximally effective insulin concentrations (when glucose uptake is maximally stimulated), the rate of glucose delivery may become rate limiting, and this may not be true at submaximal insulin concentrations. Indeed, at physiological insulin concentrations, perfusion modulation may merely shift the insulin dose-response curve to the left (86). Thus, in this scenario, defective insulin vasodilation may merely contribute to decrements in insulin sensitivity and compensatory hyperinsulinemia (95) but not actually be associated with reduced rates of insulin-mediated glucose uptake. Clearly, much more work has yet to be performed before the answers to these questions are obtained.

MECHANISM OF INSULIN-MEDIATED VASODILATION

Proposed Mechanisms of Insulin-Mediated Vasodilation

The mechanism by which insulin vasodilates is still not completely known, but new knowledge has shed light on this issue. Insulin-mediated skeletal muscle vasodilation could occur by 1) a direct effect of insulin to relax vascular smooth muscle, 2) an indirect effect via the release of an endothelial or vascular wall mediator, 3) an indirect effect coupled to metabolic activity such as oxygen consumption, or 4) a combination of these mechanisms.

Yagi et al. (112) reported that insulin caused a shift to the right in the pressor dose-response curve for angiotensin II and NE in rabbit vascular rings, suggesting a direct effect of insulin on vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC). Insulin is known to stimulate Na+-K+-ATPase activity (92). Thus insulin could vasodilate by hyperpolarizing VSMC, reducing calcium influx. Kahn et al. (62) have provided evidence for this mechanism. Regardless of the actual signaling pathway(s), because VSMC ultimately contract in response to an increase in intracellular calcium (Ca2+), it follows that insulin must directly or indirectly reduce the Ca2+. Reduction of Ca2+ can occur as a result of a diminution of cellular influx of Ca2+, augmentation of the efflux of Ca2+, or both. Some investigators (102, 103, 115) have suggested that Ca2+-ATPase gene expression is reduced in insulin-resistant obese Zucker rats. Because Ca2+-ATPase is the major system responsible for Ca2+ efflux, dysfunction of Ca2+-ATPase could lead to elevated Ca2+ and enhanced VSMC reactivity.

Alternatively, insulin could vasodilate by modulating the release of locally active compounds such as endothelial factors. Steinberg et al. (104) have very recently explored the possibility that insulin vasodilation is dependent on the release of endothelium-derived nitric oxide (EDNO). For this purpose, Steinberg et al. (104) performed intrafemoral artery infusions of the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor Nω-monomethyl-L-arginine (L-NMMA) as described by Moncada and Higgs (79). I have found that, under basal resting conditions, ~20% (~60 ml/min) of leg blood flow is EDNO dependent (Fig. 9). In contrast, when leg blood flow was increased during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia ~40% of leg blood flow was EDNO dependent (213 ml/min). Importantly, L-NMMA was able to nearly completely abrogate the insulin-induced vasodilation (104). Thus the data strongly indicate a major role for EDNO in the insulin-induced vasodilation. EDNO vasodilates by diffusing to the VSMC where it stimulates guanylate cyclase and thus generates guanosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate, which, through yet to be clarified mechanisms, reduces Ca2+ (79). Therefore, although EDNO may be the principal vasodilating mechanism, it does not preclude the other mechanisms capable of regulating VSMC Ca2+, discussed above to have potential additive, synergistic, or facilitative properties. Whether abnormalities of the EDNO system exist in insulin-resistant states to ac-
count for the impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation is not known and deserves further attention.

Of course, one cannot rule that redundant systems may be at play so that other mechanisms should not be ruled out. For example, insulin could suppress endothelial production of potent vasoconstrictors such as endothelins and thromboxanes or, conversely, stimulate the production of other relaxing factors (107). It is also reasonable to suspect that blood flow (and capillary recruitment) could be regulated through a mechanism linked to metabolic demand. For example, in exercising muscle, metabolic demands are met with a 5- to 10-fold increase in skeletal muscle flow (58) and enhanced capillary recruitment (51, 52). I (3) have previously made the observation that, for a given rate of glucose uptake, rates of leg blood flow are equivalent in lean and obese subjects. On the other hand, this was not the case in IDDM and NIDDM patients (68). Baron et al. (68) and Felber et al. (33) have also noted that the EC50 for insulin’s effect to increase leg blood flow is similar to that reported for insulin stimulation of glucose oxidation. Therefore, it is possible that a product or a consequence of glucose metabolism could be responsible for vasodilation. One could propose a parsimonious hypothesis that insulin-mediated endothelial glucose metabolism could regulate in some fashion EDNO synthesis/release and thus provide a coupling mechanism between metabolism and vasodilation. Vollenweider et al. (110) have explored the relationship between carbohydrate oxidation and vasodilation. They found that, for equivalent rates of carbohydrate oxidation achieved with infusion of fructose and dextrose, vasodilation was markedly greater with glucose infusion (when insulin levels were high) than with fructose when insulin levels were relatively low. Thus they concluded that insulin rather than glucose oxidation, per se, was responsible for the vasodilation. However, because it is possible that a significant proportion of fructose oxidation occurred in tissues other than skeletal muscle, this issue is still unresolved.

Finally, it is possible that the SNS plays a role in the modulation of skeletal muscle blood flow in response to insulin. Insulin is now well known to stimulate MSNA (1, 110), which would be expected to cause vasoconstriction. However, animal data suggest that there are vasodilatory sympathetic fibers (81); therefore, it is possible that insulin could vasodilate via this mechanism. I recently explored this possibility and found no relationship between the magnitude or time course of MSNA and vasodilation in response to euglycemic hyperinsulinemia (unpublished data), casting serious doubt on this possible mechanism. Moreover, in a recent report, Randin et al. (94) found that the infusion of either α- or β-blockers had no effect to diminish insulin-mediated vasodilation, thus making it unlikely that an adrenergic mechanism is mediating insulin vasodilation.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR THE REGULATION OF VASCULAR TONE**

In 1981, Rowe et al. (99) reported that hyperinsulinemia, independent of changes in glycemia, caused a 30% elevation in circulating NE concentrations and a concomitant increase in MAP. Subsequently, there has been a surge of epidemiological reports relating insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia with hypertension (17, 23, 31, 57, 76). The timely occurrence of these reports

![Fig. 9. Effect of intrafemoral artery infusion of NG-monomethyl-l-arginine (L-NMMA; 16 mg/min) on leg blood flow during hyperinsulinemic (120 mU·m−2·min−1) euglycemic clamp studies. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.](http://ajpendo.physiology.org/)

![Fig. 10. Percent increment in MAP during norepinephrine infusion. Percent changes are calculated relative to MAP values observed after 3-h hyperinsulinemic (40 mU·m−2·min−1) euglycemic clamp study in lean and obese subjects.](http://ajpendo.physiology.org/)
led many authors (14, 36, 60, 70, 106) to propose that hyperinsulinemia via its activation of SNS activity may be instrumental in the pathogenesis of hypertension. Although logical, clinical, and direct experimental evidence for this hypothesis is lacking (56), clinical experience suggests that severe hyperinsulinemia in patients with extreme forms of insulin resistance (61) or with insulinomas (40, 105) is not associated with a higher incidence of hypertension. Intensive insulin therapy that creates a chronic hyperinsulinemic state does not raise blood pressure. Acute systemic (1, 7, 5, 43) or local (82) infusions of insulin produce either no change or a fall in MAP. In the dog, Hall and co-workers (48) reported that chronic hyperinsulinemia produced both SNS activation and renal sodium retention but did not raise the blood pressure and actually produced a fall in systemic vascular resistance. Finally and most importantly, Anderson et al. (1) and subsequently others (110) elegantly demonstrated in humans that systemic hyperinsulinemia produced a dramatic increase in muscle sympathetic nerve firing rate, indicating SNS activation with a simultaneous reduction of forearm vascular resistance and a small fall in MAP. Thus, paradoxically, insulin activates the SNS but also reduces muscle vascular resistance and produces no net change in MAP. Therefore, taken together the data suggest that it is highly unlikely (but still possible) that hyperinsulinemia, per se, is instrumental in the pathogenesis of hypertension via activation of the SNS.

Notwithstanding the above discussion, it is, however, plausible that insulin resistance rather than hyperinsulinemia with its attendant impaired insulin-mediated vasodilation could predispose to increased vascular tone and hypertension. This follows logically from the fact that vascular tone is set by the dynamic balance of both pressor and depressor vascular forces. Thus a loss of vasodepression associated with insulin resistance could diminish vasodilatory reserve and thus "sensitize" the vasculature to pressor forces. Baron et al. (6) have recently tested this idea by examining the pressor response to NE in lean insulin-sensitive and obese insulin-resistant humans at baseline and during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia. The data indicate that insulin causes a rightward shift in the NE pressor dose-response curve in lean but not in obese subjects. More importantly, NE had a greater pressor effect in obese than in lean subjects (Fig. 10). Therefore, it appears that, while insulin resistance alone does not necessarily lead to increased vascular resistance and hypertension, it is possible that it makes the vascular wall more sensitive to pressors and as such may predispose to the development of hypertension.

CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

Thus I have presented a body of data which strongly indicates that insulin has physiological actions at the level of the cardiovascular system. The specific action of insulin to vasodilate skeletal muscle vasculature may be integral to its overall action to dispose of substrate. As such, insulin-mediated vasodilation could act as an amplifier of insulin action in peripheral tissues. Insulin-mediated vasodilation is impaired across a number of insulin-resistant states, where it may further reduce insulin sensitivity and predispose to the development of vascular tone elevation.

Insulin-mediated vasodilation appears to be largely nitric oxide (endothelium) dependent. Given the role of nitric oxide in the regulation of vascular tone, platelet aggregation (111), and cellular proliferation (44), the interaction of insulin with the nitric oxide system could also have important consequences on the progression of atherosclerosis and vascular thrombosis (24). Last, via capillary recruitment, insulin could enhance the delivery of substrate to endothelial-based proteins such as lipoprotein lipase and thus play a role in the clearance of lipoproteins (32). Taken together, microcirculatory dysfunction associated with insulin resistance could contribute to the recently described insulin resistance syndrome (37, 42, 57, 78, 95) characterized by insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, and hypertension.

Therefore, in addition to its many other functions, insulin must also be considered a vasoactive peptide, thus adding further complexity to this hormone's overall actions. Clearly, a significant amount of research into this novel area of insulin action is in progress, and more is needed to better understand the full significance of insulin's hemodynamic effects. Finally, this discussion reminds us that metabolism should not be considered divorced from hemodynamics and vice versa.
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